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Tariff Notice No. 1984/223-Applicationsfor Variation of Approval-continued 

Tariff 
Rates of Duty 

Item No. Goods 
Normal I 

CURRENT APPROVAL: 
Chapter 61 Babies' and young infants' clothing of Free 

kinds and sizes, as may be approved by 
the Minister; 
APPROVED: 
BODICES 
Close fitting buttoned undergarment 
without 
sleeves, worn from neck to waist, 
size not exceeding 56 cm chest (buttoned) 
BABIES BREECHETTE SETS 
Comprising jacket, jumper or cardigan, 
with 
or without attached hood, and overall The 
latter being a garment with a knitted body 
and legs with or without closed feet and 
having maximum measurements of 51 cm 
waist, 
crutch, waist 
BUSTER, RANGER OR TRACKSUITS 
A two piece set of woven or knitted fabric 
or combination of both consisting of a top 
with a maximum chest measurement of 
61cm 
and legless, or short or long le~ed 
trousers with a maximum waist, crutch, 
waist 
measurement of length of 51 cm, or 
maximum 
length of 56 cm, whichever applies, 
(NOTE; 
Where leg terminates in an elasticised 
ankle 
band or a tum-up cuff, measurement along 
outside of leg to bottom of elastic band to 
bottom of cuff when turned down, is not 
to 
exceed 61 cm) 
CAPES WITH OR WITHOUT HOOD 
A sleeveless cloak, with or without 
attached 
hood, of woven fabric, with a maximum 
vertical 
front measurement from throat or collar 
of 
cape of 61 cm 
COAT SETS 
Comprising coat with or without matching 
leggings or trousers, and with or without 
matching hat or cap; the coat to have a 
maximum length of 51 cm*. 
COATS OR JACKETS; 
With or without hoctd, made from woven 
fabric, 
designed to be worn over other outer 
garments. 
The maximum length of a coat shall be 
51 cm. 
Jackets must have a maximum chest 
measurement 
not exceeding 72 cm AND a maximum 
length not 
exceeding 46 cm. 
DRESSING GOWNS 
Sleeved garment, woven, worn indoors 
over 
sleeping apparel. (Attention is drawn to 
the provisions of 
the Safety, of Children's Nightclothes Act 
1977). 
Maximum length 76 cm 
DUFFLE COAT SETS 
Comprising duffle coat with matching 
leggings 
or trousers, and with or without matching 
hat or cap. The coat to have maximum 
length of 51 cm*. 
FROCKS OR PINAFORES 
A one piece garment with or without a 
defined 
waistline. Maximum length 51 cm* · 
FROCK OR PINAFORE SETS 
A multiple pieced set with a frock or 
pinafore as the main component-not to 
exceed 51 cm length 

Pref. 

Free 

Part Con- Effective 
II cession 

Ref. Code From I To* 

99 

20941 IJ 1/84 3/88 

203775A 12/80 3/88 

209426G 7 /80 3/88 

205185A 5/81 3/88 

203778F 7 /80 3/88 

205679] 4/81 3/88 

209413E 1/84 3/88 

203780H 7 /80 3/88 

203781F 7/80 3/88 

2037820 7/80 3/88 


